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sleeve.

2. Principle offunctionally determined cinematic interrelation between segments of an upper extremity ll,2l.
Experiments show, that at teleological manipulations
and natural movements of an arrn synergies between links of
for example, between extensio
biocinematic circuit exist
and supinatio of forearm , pronatio of upper arm and flexio of
forearm and etc. The principle concerns to functionally and
structurally similar (not branching) links of a biocircuit and
enables to reduce a level of a management and to simplify
constructive realization of artificial limbs, entering in advance
programmed reciprocally affecting movements.
3. Principle of cinematic uncertainty l2l
This principle expresses randomness of synrgy generating as reflection of the form of a subject on sequence of
movements in art. Interphalangeae and art. Metacorpophalangeae of four ulpar fingers and all joints of large finger.
Action of a principle is distributed on level of "system",
which consists of structurally and functionally diversed
(sometimes branched) biocinematic circuits. They interact
among themselves according to statistical probabilities during manipulating owing to external reactions.
The principle is structurally realised by differential
system of levers, branchanging out entering movements on
all fingers of an artificial limb of a hand by means of flexible
antagonists, passing place through some hingetraction
- joints. It simplifies a management of movements
connected
while keeping high tactile-power adaptation of an artificial

The practice of the author shows, that the parents of the
children
invalids do not agree on correctional operation, the
majority -of existing designs do not permit to adapt an artificial
limb, and in result there is a "consolatory" cosmetic artificial

hand to a clenched subject, even in cases of hypophalangia
(reduction of number of phalanxes of fingers does not reduce
essentially manipulation capacity of an artificial limb).
4. Kinaesthetic principle 15 and other] provides non-

limb.

exceeding of free fluctuations in prosthetised extremity in
comparison with similar period of fluctuations in healthy
extremity.
Structurally it is realised by achievement of the rather
inertial characteristics.and identical residentical weight
- movements in healthy and prosthetised
trictions of angular

THE INTRODUCTION
The existing functional artificial limbs with tractive drive
work through complex system ofbelts. They have many defects:
* Form a round back (especially at children) because of
moving upper arm ahead when taking a subject, that is a cause
of secondary physical inability;
* Develop wrong impellent reflexes owing to using of
muscular groups not on their natural applicability;
* Derivate creeping atrophy of a stump of adults and

anthropometric asymmetry of child's body because of nonloading muscles of truncated extremity by a natural way;
* cause fraying of skin because of belts and surface
wounds at long load;
* The invalid with this artificial limb cannot realize natural balanced gait by free fluctuation of arm;
* Are intended for prosthetics of arms with standard ( I \3,
l\2,2\3) length of stump.
In cases of atypical amputations, except set forth above,
there are also other, purely technical problems, connected to
designing of an artificial limb. Today mainly used decisions are:
* Adaptation of serially made semifinished items by
processing of construction;
* Secondary (correctional) surgical operation for "reduction" a stump to a standard length;
* Cosmetic prosthetics as a "last" method "to fill in" a

Complex of these problems made the author to search new
biomechanical bases for development an original nonlimited
method of atypical prosthetics and orthotics of upper extremities
of children
invalids.

-

extremities.

METHOD

5. Prtnciple of mechanical similarity of the laws of
The author uses dosaged natural movementsas a me- thod
of treatment. Tractive drive and management of gears of an
artificial limb are taken from the first saved and functioning joint
above the place of amputation.
The method consists of the following basic bionic prin-

movements of prosthetised extremity parts and healthy arm
segments show, that the inertial characteristics of segments of
a hand a little bit vary depending on angles between links [3

ciples:

use of inertia at:

I. A principle of combinatority of afunction
After bionic analogy to a healthy extremity a serial or
cossimultaneous realization of functions of artificial limbs
- it is
is offered. Practically
metic, working or functional
artificial limb and funcreached by easily removable cosmetic
tional artificial limb with adaptation for junction of nozzles and
instruments availability in complete set. Thus, unsoluble contra-

diction between functions and constructional and cinematic possibilities of three kinds of existing artificial limbs no longer
arises.

and otherl.

The similar inertial characteristics provide maxi- mum

* Manipulatory movements;
* Natural balancing movements of prosthetised upper

extremity during non-loaded walking.

6. The orthoesthetic principle 13,5 and other] claims,
that the weight of the whole prosthetised extremity does not
exceed the weight of healthy extremity. By it sharply decreases cinematic and dynamic asymmetry of movements
between prosthetised and healthy extremities.
7. Biopower principle [3, 5 and other]. A certain excess
of maximum moment of muscular forces over static moment
ofappropriate parts of an artificial limb (on which these forces
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do influence) provides ability to fulfil customary movements
a long time

without significant

exhaustion.

for

RESULTS

After bilateral amputation, proceeding from habit of

MAIN ARTIFICIAL
LIMB and AUXILIARY ARTIFICIAL LIMB. This division

the invalid, on functional basis are put a

decides a question on synthesis of open cinematic circuit of
biomechanical system "person
artificial limb". The main
- with overestimated funcAfter six-year research and clinical experiments with dif- artificial limb is under construction
ferent variants of constructive realisation ofthe author's method, tionality, and the auxiliary one
more simplified, with
it is possible to make initial conclusions:
smaller degree of mobility.
* The method permits prosthesis/orthosis construction
In both variants the function combinatory principle is
of any level of upper extremity amputation, providing:
structurally realised by complete set availability, the set incluRealisation of anthropomorphism of an artificial limb, des a cosmetic hand and a functional artificial limb with the
- identical to the healthy extremity;
practically
replaceable adaptation for nozzles and instruments fastening.
High tactile-power adaptation of the space gear of scope
Children-invalids prefer a hand with an active opening
of an artificial
limb to subject of any form without application of of fingers and with spring "catch" without fixing of fingers.
servo-drivers, electronics or sensorial system.
By it is reached dosage of efforts, prolonged holding of a
* Taking traction for drive and the management from subject without constant application of muscular efforts and
first saved joint above the place of amputation:
concentration of person's will on managing of gears.
Provides complete power autonomy of functional artiAmong problems, that are not solved finally one can
ficial limb;
mention difficulty of management of fingers' movement at
Eliminates a large part from basic defects of tractive
bilateral amputation, when the hand of the active artificial
- limbs with belt system.
artificial
limb is on the level of child's mouth and the child is mani* The method has not analogues in world practice. It gives
pulating with heavy subjects and the prosthetised extremity
in essence new opportunities in prosthetics at children in the age
is laid down.

of 2 -16 years.
DISCUSSION

is

The application of the author's method in clinical practice

based

on BASIC FUNCTIONAL ASYMMETRY of

manipulatory apparatus of upper extremities in two variants:
- unilateral (Fig.l ) and bilateral (Fig.2) amputation.

Figure 1. Yana
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After unilateral amputation the healthy extremity (inespectively, left or right one) unequivocally incurs the main function ("seize and place"), and the prosthetised extremity executes
the euxllirry functlon ("seize and hold").
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